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Mechanical Engineering Research Sets
the Standard

Leff Dr John Montagner work on a cryogenic frost
simulator for solar heating
collectors.
Above IS Dr Bob Wheway of the
Department's
Gear Research Team On the right is Peter
Arnold, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

RESULTS of research from a range of activities in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in The University of Wollongong have
been incorporated in several Australian Standards or Design Guidelines in the past year.
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These standards have been issued in final or
draft form (for public comment).
In 1982 the Solar Research Group in
association with Rheem Australia Ltd
designed and manufactured a cryogenic frost
simulator suitable for the controlled testing
of complete solar water heating systems
under frost conditions. The simulator
reproduces the effect of cooling of the
absorber within the collector caused by radiation into a clear night sky. The simulator
has been used in a number of experiments
where a cooling cycle designated 'The Canberra Profile' was simulated. This profile
reproduces the coldest recorded night temperatures in Canberra.
This year has seen the methods and experimental apparatus used in this work accepted
by the Standards Association of .Australia for
incorporation into AS2712—'Solar Water
Heaters Design and Construction' as Amendment 1.
The Departmcni's Gear Research Team has
a number of members on the Standards

Association of Australia Committee
ME/ll—Gears and Splines. The main task
of this committee is to prepare a new Australian Standard for gear design based on The
American Gear Manufacturers' Association
Standard AGMA 218.01 'AGMA Standard
for Rating the Pitting Resistance and Bending Strength of Spur and Helical Gear Teeth'.
The Standards Association of Australia
commissioned the Department's Gear
Please turn in iiuck /)«,i;c
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Thermoluminescence (TL)
a warm glow among aging
geographers
AGING GEOGRAPHERS are not just old
fogies; they are in the business of determining the age of ancient landscapes. The
Geography Department at the University of
Wollongong has just acquired one of the
most sophisticated dating laboratories in
Australia. There are only a handful of these
advanced laboratories in the world. The technique employed is known as thermoluminescence dating, or TL for short, and is
rapidly rivalling radiocarbon dating as the
most popular technique for determining the
age of archaeological sites, ancient river or
marine sediments, and even the age of the
vast deserts in the centre of our continent.
The equipment acquired is worth over
$100,000 at today's prices, but the Geography
Department was fortunate to obtain three sets
of dating apparatus at a much reduced cost
because of the retirement of a senior
academic and the closure of a TL laboratory
in the Department of Physics at the ANU.
The expertise for operating the equipment
was also available in the form of Mr David
Price. He has had ten years' experience in TL
analysis, and many publications to his credit.
Mr Price has moved with the laboratory from
Canberra to take up a S.T.O. position in the
Department of Geography.
Thermoluminescence is the light emitted
by certain crystalline materials when they are
heated after being previously exposed to
radiation. For example, sand grains in the soil
are formed of quartz crystals. So are pieces
of pottery that were made from clay. These
crystals are continuously bombarded by
nuclear particles from the long-lived isotopes
of uranium, thorium and potassium in the
surrounding soil, and from rainwater that
enters the soil. Although the source of

radiation in the natural environment is very
small, there is sufficient energy to gradually
irradiate crystalline minerals. This radiation
energy is stored by forcing electrons in the
atomic structure of crystals into higher energy
states. After hundreds or thousands of years,
sufficient energy has accumulated such that
when the crystal is heated to several hundred
degrees centigrade the electrons return to
their ground states and energy is released in
the form of a glow of light—thermoluminescence. The intensity of that glow can
be measured.
The ability of crystals to store energy has
been known for hundreds of years. The
famous physicist. Sir Robert Boyle, recognised that a diamond can store thermal
energy and emit it as light visible in a
darkened room. '1 also brought (the
diamond) to some kind of gUmmering light,
by taking it into bed with me, and holding
it a good while upon a warm part of my
naked body' (Boyle, 1663). Such are the
strange ways of scientists!
The energy stored by the crystals within
buried pottery or sediments can be measured
and, by also measuring the radiation doserate from the surrounding soil, it then
becomes a simple process to calculate the
period of time the pottery or the soil particles
have been buried. However, it is important
that these crystals are 'bleached' before they
are buried, in order to remove any previously
acquired luminescence. Pottery is bleached
when it is fired in a kiln, so there is little
problem in accurately dating archaeological
sherds or old fire hearths. However, river,
beach or dune sands have to be optically
bleached by exposure to bright sunlight. This
normally occurs during the transport of

Mr David Price and Dr Gerald Nanson of the Department of Geography at the
Thermoluminescence dating equipment

Also closely involved in the TL dating projects
is Dr Bob Young, Acting Chairman of the
Department of Geography

sediment prior to burial in a river floodplain,
a beach or desert dune. As a result, the age
of these landforms can be calculated with a
range from a few hundred years to nearly one
million years.
It is this technique that will provide vital
information for research presently being
conducted by Drs Gerald Nanson and Bob
Young in the Cooper Basin of S.W. Queensland, the rivers of the Gulf of Carpentaria
(a project undertaken jointly with Dr Brian
Jones from Geology) and on rivers and
streams in the Illawarra. These two
geographers have recently had a paper
accepted comparing results from TL with
those from radiocarbon. The agreement is
excellent and heralds an exciting future for
geomorphological and archaeological research at Wollongong University. In anticipation of the latter, the Geography Department
is in the process of selecting the first
archaeologist/prehistorian to ever be
appointed to the staff of this University.
Earlier this year, Gerald Nanson published
results with Professor Brian Rust (a visitor
to this University from Ottawa, Canada) that
revealed the antiquity of major climatic
change in the 'Channel Country' of central
Australia. Using dates provided by David
Price they have shown that Cooper Creek,
that infamous river where Burke and Wills
died in 1861, was once a vast system of sandy
meandering channels. However, after about
50,000 years ago, these large, sandy, energetic
rivers were replaced by the present complex
network of small muddy channels and broad
floodplains.
Gerald Nanson and Bob Young have recently applied TL dating to an archaeological
site in N.S.W., checking their results with
radiocarbon ages. Rather astoundingly it
appears that this site may contain the oldest
known evidence for the aboriginal occupation of Australia, 40,000-45,000 years ago,
but that is another story!
The laboratory will be involved in the
commercial dating of sediments and the
verification of ancient artifacts. Mr Price has
had a great deal of experience in dating
artifacts for the National Gallery in
Canberra, and has travelled to China to
exchange information with Chinese experts
in the field of dating. In part, the cost of
operating the laboratory will be offset by
commercial dating required by museums, art
historians, academics, governments and
private industry.

Portrait of an academic—Dr Keith Tognetti
SENIOR LECTURER in Painting in the
School of Creative Arts in The University of
Wollongong, John Eveleigh recently completed a full-length portrait of a fellow
academic. John Eveleigh is of course Long
Gallery Co-ordinator at the University, and
a member of the Vice-Chancellor's Permanent Collection Advisory Committee. And
the subject of the painting is more than
simply a fellow academic—he is quite an outstanding one, and a man of very many parts.
He is Dr Keith Tognetti, of the Department of Mathematics. Of his subject John
Eveleigh writes: 'Keith is a man of wide interests and deep convictions. His profound
interest in plant forms, for example, is reflected not only in his mathematical research,
but also in the rich variety of shrubs and trees
to be found on campus. Keith is a member
of the Aesthetic and Landscape Committee.
He and his wife, Irene, share a deep love of
the arts. Keith paints for pleasure. And Irene
is among other things a quite excellent, and
professional, cook.
"Their youngest son Mathew is still at
school, while their two elder sons Hve and
work in Sydney. Simon recently finished a
full-time course in ceramics and now shares
a large studio with other professional ceramicists in North Sydney. And Richard, 20, is
already considered one of the more talented
of the young Australian vioHnists. He is
leader of a chamber orchestra and has earned
some dazzling critical reviews.
'An interesting fact about Keith Tognetti

is that he began his career as a coal-mining
engineer Thirty years ago he shared a house
in the small New South Wales town of Dapto
with William Peascod, a mining engineer
who was later to become a painter of considerable note.
'Keith moved away from mining. He
switched to atomic engineering research and
then, even worse, to military science.
'Escaping from these death sciences he
moved into the life sciences and joined the
newly formed Research School of Biological
Sciences at the Australian National
University.
'It was from there that he came to
Wollongong.'
In painting someone one knows well, one's
conception takes into account the outward
and visible facts about the sitter. From the
formal point of view Keith has a well-formed
cranium. Had he a lot of hair then the hair
would conceal it. As it is, the hair enhances
the overall shape.
Blessed with a generous sized nose—
coloured towards the warmer end of the
spectrum—the structure and planes of the
face are enhanced by thick glasses; the beard
framing the mouth, and in turn generous in
shape and shot with silver are all features and
aspects to which a painter can readily
respond.
Some people are all head and no body.
Others mostly all body and pin-headed.
Keith's usually informally clothed body flows
naturally in interesting forms from head to
foot. Hence my decision to paint a full length

portrait. At once concentrated and relaxed
but there is a tension in the clasped interlocking hands which I've not fudged.
Keith's general informality of dress finds
echoes in the informality of the pose. The
painting of the free organic flow of the body
and curve of the arms of the chair is in contrast to the strong geometric rectangles of
the floor—the drawn blind, window and glass
balcony doon A painting must work first as
a totality, and yet is composed of smaller
elements, each of which contributes to that
totality. 1 have introduced an unframed
landscape painting leaning against the wall
as a shape in itself but it also is a painting
within a painting. Its subject is landscape—
and echoes the mood and interests of the
sitter.
The simple ceramic made by my wife, in
which she has placed dried flowers, echo
Keith's interest in plants. The rectangle behind the sitter is Wollongong at night. On the
horizon is the flame of the steel works.
Again the steel works is the end product
of mining and echoes of Keith's past life.
Reflected in the window is the image barely
discernible of the painter at his easel. Again
an echo of Keith's own interest in the physical act of painting.
So one looks from the interior of a room
with the figure of Keith Tognetti to a wider
external world, itself a metaphor for our
internal world of thought and imagination,
dependent on a reality existing in space and
time.
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The open eucalypt woodland and the
heathland communities at Barren Grounds
Nature Reserve, on the escarpment between
Jamberoo and Robertson, are the study areas
for the research team. In these areas, five species of Banksia, the waratah, and several
other related species in the family Proteaceae
co-occur and share the same groups of pollinators. These groups are the honeyeaters
and small mammals (see previous Gazette
articles Vol. 2(5), p.2; Vol. 4(4), p.8).

Rob Whelan displays the poor seed reproduction on Inflorescences open to natural
pollination (left) compared with pollen-added
flowers (right)

Do these plants need visits by pollinators?
Many plants can produce seeds by selffertilisation without the assistance of a pollinator. Indeed some plants are so good at
this that fertilisation occurs even before the
flower opens. The bloodroot (Haemodorum)
is a good example of this. If the plant species under study in the Barren Grounds sites
are capable of self-fertilisation by themselves
(known as autogamy), it would be unreasonable to expect poor pollinator activity to be
reflected in a low level of seed production.
Over the past three years, Rob Whelan and
Ross Goldingay have been testing the possibility of autogamy by placing animal-proof
cages over young inflorescences and measuring seed production later in the season. Bank-

Marsupial mouse (Antechinus stuarti) with
'harness' of cotton thread

Plants and pollinators under scrutiny
THE relationships between plants and their
pollinators is frequently viewed as a mutualistic one: good for the animal, which receives
a reward in the form of nectar and/or pollen,
and good for the plant, which receives a
pollination service.
Particulars of this interaction are the subjects of an ongoing, collaborative research
project involving Wollongong University's
Biology Department lecturers Dr Rob
Whelan and Dr David Ayre, and postgraduate students Sue Carthew, Brian Copland and
Ross Goldingay.
Three basic questions are under investigation:
(a) To what extent do plants need visits by
pollinators to enable them to produce seeds?
(b) Do natural levels of pollination limit seed
set; in other words, are effective pollinators
in short supply?
(c) Do plants in the same community compete with each other for the services of the
available pollinators?

Histogram showing that pollen addition to
Waratah flowers increases the proportion of
inflorescences that produce seeds and increases
the number of fruits per inflorescence
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sia paludosa, B. spinulosa and B. serrata
have all shown themselves to be nonautogamous—they need animals!
Sue Carthew and David Ayre have confirmed this finding. Genetic studies of
embryos from Banksia seeds have shown that
B. spinulosa and B. paludosa are both subtantially outcrossing. Not only do these species need an animal pollen vector, but to be
successful the animal has to bring the pollen
from another plant of the same species.
Are the plants pollinator-limited?
A controversy in poUination ecology surrounds the question of whether seed production in plants tends to be limited by the availability of pollen (i.e. the activity of pollinators) or by the availability of nutrients to
the developing fruits. Some Banksia and
waratah plants at Barren Grounds have become experimental subjects, with the group
of ecologists acting as if they were pollinators! Each winter since 1983, Rob and Ross
have been adding pollen to some inflorescences, over and above the normal pollination levels. Other inflorescences have been left
to be pollinated as usual, by whatever animals
were around.
The results are very interesting; and somewhat confusing. Pollen additions have consistently produced a measurable effect for B.
paludosa. It is dear that adding pollen increases the seed set, but not by increasing the
numbers of seeds produced on a "cone".
Rather, the increase from an increased
proportion of cones, which would otherwise
be completely barren, setting seed. Just why
this should be the response to increased pollination cannot be explained and is the subject of continuing research.
Addition of pollen to waratah flowers in

1985 has also produced an increase in seed
production, both by increasing the proportion of inflorescences producing fruits and
also by increasing the number of fruits per
inflorescence.
Similar experiments on Banksia ericifolia,
however, have produced different results.
Over two years of study, Brian Copland has
shown that pollen additions to inflorescences
of this species have produced an effect on
only one occasion, namely during the peak
of flowering in a very prolific flowering year
(1985). This suggests that B. ericifolia usually
has enough pollinators to reach its potential
seed set.
Does competition for pollinators occur?
The results of the sudies outlined above indicate that these plants do need animal pollinators and that for several species, the pollinators could be better at it! Why are some
plants not receiving optimal pollination
levels?
Perhaps the plants compete for pollinators.
One species, Banksia serrata, probably avoids
competition because it flowers in summer,
not overlapping with any of the other species. All other species flower together over
winter, and so are potential competitors.
In sites which contain B. ericifolia, it is possible that poUinators will neglect the other
plants, because B. ericifolia has dense foliage
and many inflorescences per plant, making
it very attractive to polUnators. Furthermore,
the few visits made to other species would
transfer inappropriate pollen from the species last visited.
Sue Carthew has been investigating the extent to which pollinators are "inconstant"
visitors. This is relatively easy to study for
Continued opposite
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Distortion of welded structures
due to hot-dip galvanizing
WHEN structures or components are fabricated by welding, the heating and cooling of
the welds introduce "locked-in" stresses
brought about by thermal contraction. These
are referred to as residual stresses. In severe
cases these residual stresses may lead to distortion of the component during fabrication
or if subsequent machining is carried out. If
the component does not distort, the "lockedin" stresses are nevertheless present but are
"balanced" by other residual stresses in the
various sections of the component.
If the welded structure is subsequently hotdip galvanized the balance of residual stresses
may be disturbed as a resuh of inhomogeneous heating during the slow immersion of the
component in a molten zinc bath. This
inhomogeneous heating during immersion,
the heating rates due to the different-section
thicknesses and the residual stresses present
can combine to lead to distortion of the component or weld cracking. In recent years an
increased usage of hot-dip galvanizing, particularly of welded flange/web beams and
other large structural members, has highlighted both the occurrence and the cost of such
distortions.
A research program has recently been
embarked upon in the Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering in Wollongong University, to investigate the complex
conglomeration of circumstances that give
rise to the distortions produced. This work
is funded by Associated Smelters and supported by The Australian Galvanizers Association and The Australian Welding Research
Association.
The approach to the research has been to
gain an understanding of both the magnitude
and precise origin of stresses produced during welding and fabricating. This is being followed by determinations of the stress configurations that will cause distortions during
subsequent hot-dip galvanizing. The research

birds, one simply has to watch them! Nocturnal mammals pose a more challenging
problem which Sue has solved using spools
of cotton thread attached to the backs of
mammals. The spool is attached, the mammal released and the next morning its movements can be traced—at least for the extent
of the thread! Sugar gliders produce most
spectacular results with gossamer threads
draping from tree to tree with every glide. As
for the answer to the question of pollinator
movements: the brown antechinus can be an
inconstant pollinator visiting both Banksia
spinulosa and B. paludosa in the same feeding bout. This study continues and is yielding much information on the feeding patterns
of these two frequent visitors to Banksia
inflorescences.
Future research
The main research for the coming years will
focus on competition between the plant spe-
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At work with the test apparatus in the
Department of Metallurgy and Materials
Englneenng is Mr Alan Wing rove

is thus very much applied and experimental
work carried out within the Department is
being rapidly transmitted to industry, particularly local fabricators and galvanizers.
It is realised that to construct welded fabrications without residual stresses would be
near to impossible and this is not the aim of
the current work. More to the point, the aim
is to be able to set welding conditions and
procedures and galvanizing techniques that
eliminate, or at least minimise, distortion.

cies at one site for the available pollinators.
One experiment in the pipehne for 1987 will
be to bag most of the B. ericifolia inflorescences in one site and measure the effect on
seed production by the other species. Another
area of investigation will be to examine the
consequences of the particular patterns of
pollinator movements measured by Sue for
seed production. This important hne of study
has now become feasible with the expertise
in population genetics brought to the Biology
Department in 1985 by the appointment of
David Ayre.
Finally, recent research grants to Sue
Carthew (from the Linnean Society of N.S.W.
and the Australian Museum; reported in the
previous issue of the Gazette), and now to
Rob Whelan (from the Australian Research
Grants Scheme) will ensure that the sex lives
of Banksia and waratah remain under
scrutiny.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR N. Standish of
the Department of Metallurgy and Materials
Engineering at this University has recently
received funds from S.A. Paul Wurth of
Luxembourg to investigate material flow in
the new blast furnace charging hopper
system developed in Luxembourg.
S.A. Paul Wurth is an Engineering Company known and respected internationally
for its innovative designs of engineering
equipment for a variety of applications in
diverse fields, including blast furnace ironmaking. In the latter, the Paul Wurth bellless top is an ingenious, simple and practical
method of materials charging—it has received wide recognition and has been
adopted in many steelworks world-wide including BHP Works at Port Kembla.
The new P-W Central hopper assembly is
an advanced design aimed at improving
material discharge symmetry. The role of the
investigations at Wollongong University is to
obtain quantitative data in a laboratory
model before tests are conducted on a
prototype in an EEC sponsored full-size test
rig in Germany.
It is pleasing to note that the involvement
of Professor Standish is in recognition of his
international standing in the field of blastfurnace ironmaking and of his contribution
to research in powder technology.

Associate Professor Nick Standish with a
cutaway model of the P- W hopper assembly
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Gazette readers might not be aware that
the Chinese higher education system has been
reorganised in the past few years (since late
1978) along lines which provide for a
Western-type degree system and postgraduate
studies. Similarly, although universities may
be supported financially from a diversity of
sources (the three with whom we have agreements are supported by the Ministry of
Metals), the Education Commission of China
is now exerting mechanisms of co-ordination
and planning which determine the growth
and status of institutions. Of the 1016 higher
education institutions in China, 80 have been
By the Vice-Chancellor
singled out as national Institutions and 33 as
institutions to offer postgraduate degrees (including our three). Even within the latter
institutions, a Ph.D. level program can be
offered only with the approval of the Education Commission, so most universities at
present usually offer only a few Ph.D.
specialisations. A specialisation is an area
within a department in which the department
is formally recognised as having enough expertise to offer a Ph.D. program. Nevertheless, progress is spectacular. The number of
postgraduate
students was about 87,000 In
Professor Clarke—the then Deputy ViceChancellor—during which an agreement was 1985, having grown from 26,000 in 1982.
The universities we visited seemed to be
also made with Xian Institute of Metallurgical & Construction Engineering. Following typical of other universities in endeavouring
the first round of visits, co-operation has to rapidly develop additional doctoral
grown to the point where there are now nearly specialisations, involving research and post30 staff and students from China on the Wol- graduate students. The emphasis is on
longong campus. And several members of strengthening the quality of universities as
Wollongong academic staff have made visits quickly as possible, while at the same time
to one or other of the three institutions to expanding enrolments.
lecture and exchange research information.
The aftermath of the Cultural Revolution
As I had last visited in late 1974, while the left universities with little or no strong and
Cultural Revolution was still in progress, the experienced leadership, which is only now
visU also provided me with an opportunity beginning to emerge. Part of the problem is
to become acquainted with recent changes one of how to shuffle aside gently less comand the rate of progress and development in petent people appointed in bad time In favour
China.
of more competent people. Although by our

China
agreements

The delegation in Beijing about to be
entertained at the Peking Duck Restaurant
From left are Mr John Thirwell, Mrs Chen
(interpreter). Professor Ian Chubb, Ms Sue
Walker, Professor Ken McKinnon and Mr Wang
of the Department of English as a Second
Language (BUIST)

A DELEGATION from the University of
Wollongong recently visited the three universities in China with which Wollongong
University has co-operation agreements. Besides me, the delegation included Professor
Ian Chubb, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and Research), Mr J. Thirlwell, Personnel Officer of BHP, and my wife Sue.
Members of the University community
may be aware that over the past four years
we have had visits from the Beijing University of Iron & Steel Technology, and Northeast University of Technology at Shenyang.
The current visit was essentially to reciprocate the visits made by the Presidents of those
universities to Wollongong and the earlier
visit to China made by a delegation led by

External research funding for Biology approaches
quarter of a miUion dollars

Acting Head of the Department of Biology is
Dr R. McC Lilley, who is himself the recipient
of considerable external research funding

THE Department of Biology in The University of Wollongong will receive $244,000 for
research for 1987 from sources external to the
University (see hst below).
Since its establishment in 1975, the Department has been able to attract a steadily increasing level of external funding for its
research projects. Despite its small size, ranging from an initial establishment of four in
1975 to the present ten academic staff, and
limitations of suitable facilities, space and
equipment, especially in the early years, this
funding has compared very favourably with
that awarded for Biology research to other
Australian universities. For example, in terms
of ARGS grants (both number of grants and
funds awarded) per staff member in the biological sciences (excluding medicine) it was
third among Australian universities in 1982
(Bourke & Simondson, Search, 13, 178-181,
1982). It received the highest funding on this
basis in 1983 (Report of the Review of the
Department of Biology, 1985).
This external funding, augmented by additional University of Wollongong research

grants, has supported a very active research
program on topics ranged widely across the
discipline of biology. This includes research
on plants, animals and microbial organisms,
at levels ranging from biochemistry (studies
at the molecular level), through physiology
(dealing with whole organisms) to ecology
(interactions of organisms with the
environment).
Australian Research Grants Scheme
Dr A. J. Hulbert,
$26,203
"Studies on the Evolution of Mammalian
Endothermy."
Dr R. McC. Lilley,
$22,500
"Metabolite Levels in the Cytosol and
Mitochondria of Plant Leaf Cells."
Dr R. McC. Lilley & Dr A. D. Brown, $20,000
"Osmoregulation in Halotolerant Algae."
Dr H. J. Spencer,
$26,000
"Radiotelemetny Determination of Distribution, Colony Sites and Feeding Range of the
Grey-Headed
Fruit Bat Pteropus Polio
cephalus."
Dr R. J. Whelan,
$22,130
"Competition Among Plants for Pollination."
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standards Chinese universities are very
generously staffed, the best academics privately make clear that a significant proportion of the staff are not of the calibre required
for modern universities.

graduate resources seemed (at least to me)
rather slim.
The generally open-to-foreigners stance
adopted by China has led most universities
to seek exchange agreements wUh foreign
The three universities we visited are also universities. BUIST, for example, has agreetypical of Chinese universities in providing ments with at least six universUies in the same
housing for all students and staff; the cam- number of countries. The agreements are
pus Is thus a self-contained community. At clearly giving them access to international
present, facilities for both students and staff research information and are important in
are spartan, with up to six students sharing defining the standards to which the univera room. Staff are similarly cramped for space sities should be working.
During the visit we reviewed the agreeand use has to be made of communal bathhouses because of lack of such facilities in ments made with each university (which
residential quarters. Campuses are also self- appear to be working very well), although
contained in the sense of continuing to pro- improvements and extensions were explored
and agreed upon. One extension sought by
vide residential quarters for retired staff
the Chinese was in promotion of more colAcademic buildings in the three universi- laborative research, which will require identies present an appearance of solidity and age, tification and direct collaboration of people
having been buiU of solid masonry structures working on similar topics in the two counon rather heavy Russian lines. But shortage tries. Other areas were collaborative enroloffunds apparently prevents them being kept ment and supervision of students for higher
well maintained, freshly painted and clean, degrees (which may involve a student workso that one typically goes into an ing for a Chinese degree spending part of the
unprepossessing, gloomy, central, windowless research period here or at another overseas
corridor with academic offices and rooms university), exchanges to help improve the
opening off on each side. In contrast with the teaching of English as a second language,
corridors and many of the academic facili- more staff exchanges and co-operation in
ties, some of those used for computing or computer software.
scientific experiments are well kept and clean,
During the time in China, Professor
evidently by the responsible academic staff;
Chubb also visited the Shanghai University
one has to change shoes for clean slippers to
of Technology to explore the feasibility of
go into the computing laboratories or the
software production collaboration.
electron microscope facility.
In addition to the working meetings, we
At Northeast University of Technology in were very hospitably treated, personally,
particular, the equipment was at least as through formal banquets and by guided
plentiful and modern as In Wollongong tours. The incredibly rich and varied history
University. Modern equipment is being in- of China, stUl accessible through buildings
stalled at a fair rate—mostly through World and artefacts. Is made available for both
Bank equipment loans. It Is probably more tourist and local interest (two million people
correct to say that specialised equipment for a year now to the Great Wall). The delegaresearch seemed plentiful, whereas under- tion certainly enjoyed both the exchanges and
National Health & IVIedical Research Council (N.H.M.R.C.)
Professor H. M. Garnett,
$48,870
"Characterisation of Cytomegalovirus Induced
Plasma Membrane Glycoproteins."
Dr A. J. Hulbert,
$40,900
"The Role of the Thyroid in the Early Physiological Development of Mammals."

Marine Sciences and Technologies Grants
Scheme (MST)
Dr D J. Ayre,
$34,828
"Genetic Variation Within and Among Populations of Reef Corals."
Department of l\/lain Roads (Research
Contract)
Dr R. J. Whelan,
$1,400
"Platypus Survey in the Wingecarribee River."
Linnean Society of IM.S.W. (Joyce W. Vickery
Scientific Research Fund)
Ms Sue Carthew (Ph.D candidate),
$225
"Genetic Structure of a Population of Banksia spinulosa"
Ms Jennifer Chaplin, Teaching Fellow
$265
"Ecological Roles of Sexual and Asexual
Reproduction for Freshwater Ostracods."
Mr Patrick Tap, Teaching Fellow
$295
"Development of a Photographic Technique
for Counting Large Numbers of Small
Invertebrates."

Italian
Ambassador
visits
University
ON Friday, October 24, His Excellency, Dr
E. Da Rin, Italian Ambassador to Australia,
visited the Department of European
Languages and was received by the Deputy
Vice-Chancellor and the Acting Head of
Department, Dr D.S. Hawley.
Italian staff members discussed the Italian
government's role in promoting studies in
Australia. The Italian government has
provided the Department with a full-time
Lettrice in Italian, Dr M.G. Batzdla, since
1981.
Dr Da Rin expressed pleasure on his first
visit to Wollongong and indicated that he
would endeavour to continue to support the
Department's Italian program. The Ambassador complimented the Department on its
integration of the Lettrice into the
departmental teaching program.
After his visit to the University, Dr Da Rin
attended a Lord Mayoral Reception in his
honour and later in the evening a dinner by
the local Italian community.
Deputy Vice Chancellor Professor Ian Chubb greets
Dr E. Da Rin, Italian Ambas.';ador to Australia,
in the Department of European Languages

'l\
the visits to places of interest, especially
because our Chinese hosts were attentive, relaxed and informative. Currently informality
in China exceeds even that of Australia; the
sense of humour is not too dissimilar either
The change in the appearance of the
people^from the universal Mao Jacket to
colourful dresses and casual clothing—is only
the external evidence of great change. Other
noticeable material improvements include
good-quality shoes replacing formerly
universal black cloth slippers, the variety and
availability of consumer goods (although still
of lesser quality to what is internationally
available) and the evidence of private enterprise in the provision of a great profusion of
foodstuffs in the free markets and in the stalls
selling tourist curios.
Reconstruction of Beijing is proceeding at
an incredible pace. The old single-storey huts
are quickly giving way to broad, modern
roads lined with high-rise apartment blocks.
Huge construction cranes dot the horizon,
each indicating another new apartment
block.
Highlights of the visit? Two, I think. One
was to see other members of the delegation
'savouring' exotic dishes such as camel's foot,
sea slug and fish intestines; the other, undoubtedly, the huge Entombed Warriors site
at Xian—the 16,000 terracotta figures from
more than 2000 years ago so far uncovered
despite only a small fraction of the site having been excavated so far Sophisticated techniques for making untarnishable weapons
and ornaments were being used when Europe
was still struggling with crude techniques.
China is not yet a tourist paradise, from
the point of view of management of hotels
and the quality offacilities, but our visit was
both academically useful and a fascinating
and memorable personal experience.
K. R. McKinnon .
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Wollongong research into
why mine explosions happen
THE loss of 12 lives in the explosion ai Moura No
4 coal mine in July this year draws attention to
remaining problems in the underground mining of
deep coal. While such accidents should noi happen,
when they do ihe public is not well served by the
determination of the press to sensationalise the
tragedy in prying in ignorance for culpability while
accepting the everyday tragedies which should not
happen—on the roads for instance. It is significant
that Moura miners do not 'access' their mine
through shafts but through tunnels on off-road
vehicles. The use of 'mine-shaft' and 'shaft' in this
instance has been a disservice to press readers just
as misleading as journalists' use of 'cave-in' when
no widespread fall of roof was known to have
occurred.
The normal gas of coal mines is methane, which
bleeds out of exposed coal. Coal is exposed by the
drivage of narrower roadways and wider faces.
When the exposed coal is pillars—that is surrounded by mine openings—the gas bleeding out
is finite, so that eventually virtually all the gas
bleeds away into mine air Unpillared coal—coal
still attached to the unworked parts of the seam—
bleeds gas continuously, but gas is replenished from
more remote coal. Unpillared coal thus bleeds off
gas virtually forever Such bleeding may be very
slow, especially in coals which have low permeability, such as the high-rank (coking) coals at
Moura.
Only when a mine opening is wide are adjoining seams affected. Gas from relaxed seams above
and below then bleeds through planes of weakness
and induced cracks into the openings in the working seam. When coal is mined in wide workings,
such as pillar extraction or longwall (wide face),
the extracted area (goaf) is abandoned and may
fall partially or totally, leaving airspaces and air
voids with air movement less under control.
Issuing gas may mix with such air as well as with
the ventilation air currents; or, by virtue of low
density, may rise and accumulate. Methane is flammable in air and concentrations between 5 per cent
and 15 per cent will explode if ignited.
This is the greatest problem to the coal miner
Mining regulations and the policing of such regu-

A major contributor to the research, Dr Alan
Ha rg raves

lations therefore concentrates on avoidance of
accumulations of mixtures within the explosive
range and avoidance of ignition.
Especially stringent regulations apply factors of
safety to define allowable safe methane concentration limits as well as to reduce the magnitude of
any explosion by application of inert dust.
Regulations to avoid ignition preclude electrical
sparks, frictional sparks, hot chemical reactions,
and hot surfaces generally, including open flames
and the means to create flame and hoi surfaces.
Gassy accumulations are prohibited and atmospheres are stringently tested and monitored.
But the atmospheres of goaves—largely beyond
reach lo sample, test and monitor—must be controlled by inference based on training, experience
and rigid discipline.
Some coals, and especially low-rank (high volatile) coals, are prone to self ignition under certain
conditions of storage and aeration. Such conditions
are strictly avoided in places within reach and in
places beyond reach as much as can be avoided by
minimising the conditions for self ignition and by
sampling, analysis and monitoring of airs for

Mechanical Engineering Stancdarcds
Jrom page I
Research Team to produce geometry strength
factor data for an ISO 53 rack, the international cutter to be adopted for the new Australian standard. The 86-page report
produced by the Gear Research Team has become part of the SAA 'Draft Australian
Standard for Gears—Spur and Helical—
Procedure for Design and Rating", Doc.
ME/11/83-693.
This draft standard has undergone 'public review' and is soon to be released as the
new Australian Standard.
The Bulk Materials Handling Research
Group have seen their research incorporated
into two standard documents in 1986. The Institution of Engineers Australia published the
first edition of 'Guidelines for the Assessment of Loads on Bulk Solids Containers'.
This document was launched at the Second
International Conference on Bulk Materials
Storage. Handling and Transportation held
at the Lni\ersitv in JuK 1986.

Quoting from the Introduction:
'The determination of the initial wall
loads are based on Janssen's method, with
modifications proposed by Arnold and
McLean for the hopper load. The loads
due to flow are determined generally on
the basis of the Jenike Strain Energy
method with simplifications introduced
by Arnold, Roberts and McLean.
For more demanding design situations
. . . it may be necessary to use more
advanced methods of load analysis. Work
by Arnold, McLean and Roberts provides
useful guidance for such an analysis'
Research emanating from the completed
N E R D D P Report 'Flow Properties of Coal
for Storage Bin Design' has been included in
SAA DR 86111 'Draft Australian Standard
for Flow Properties of Coal'. As far as the
drafting committee is aware this is the first
standard anywhere in the world dealing with
this topic. This draft standard has undergone
'public review' and is now being finalised for
final release early in 1987.

products of combustion as stringently as for combustible gases in the same air.
With all these regulated controls, and ihe inculcated awareness of danger and danger signs, miners
realise their dependence on each other Mining
takes place in a spirit of camaraderie unknown in
other industries, so that a coal miner experiences
greater safety in working a seven hour shift than
he does taking his family for a seven hour drive
on the road during his holidays.
But despite the regulations, the controls, the
monitoring, accidents happen. Research therefore
continues into aspects of coal-mining conditions.
The government levies coal mining to provide
funds for coal—coal mining research and some of
this finds its way into actual safety research.
Other lesser sources of funds from government,
mining operators and their organisations directly
support other research.
The University of Wollongong Department of
C ivil & Mining Engineering receives some funds
lor mining safety research. Although it is so well
located within the deepest active coal mining in
Australia, ihe Department generally loses out to
ihe larger research organisations with more ambitious programs.
Some such failed applications applying to
research into significant problems show the way
to the ambitious programs of others. But no
research, however grand or modest, can guarantee a solution. Despite such difficulties the Department of Civil & Mining Engineering has made significant contributions in Ihe fields of origins of
gases within coals, including Moura coal, release
and movements of gases, and of explosions as well
as the less dramatic fields of strengths of coals and
rocks, drilling and supporting generally together
with computer modelling of all of these to facilitate analysis. Moreover its corresponding research
publications testify lo this effort in the aim of
improving coal mining safely.
While the solo work accomplished is particularly
gratifying ihere are particular satisfactions also in
the collaborative work accomplished in the fields
of gas, strata control and support materials with
distinguished researchers in other bodies, the
CSIRO, Department of Labour and Industry, industry and other universities. Similarly the many
mining symposia, including delegates from overseas, which the University of Wollongong has
hosted over 20 years, has done much to highlight
problems and indicate solutions.
These continuing accomplishments, plus the increasing number of undergraduate and postgraduate research projects conducted in, and with
direct application to local mines and often by parttime students employed there, give Wollongong
University's contributions to problems of mining
safety an unique hands-on character
A major contributor to the work of the Department in this area has been Dr Alan Hargraves, a
Visiting Professor for a number of years. Dr Hargraves has specialised in problems arising from
seam gas anomalies in coal mines over the past 30
Professor L. C. Schmidt
Department of Civil & Mining Engineering
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